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Abstract 
 
A method to compute the transitive closure, a transitive opening and a 
transitive approximation of a reflexive and symmetric fuzzy relation is given. 
Other previous methods in literature compute just the transitive closure, some 
transitive approximations or some transitive openings. The proposed 
algorithm computes the three different similarities that approximate a 
proximity for the computational cost of computing just one. The shape of the 
binary partition tree for the three output similarities are the same. 
 
Keywords: Partition tree; transitive closure; transitive opening; transitive 
approximation; fuzzy similarity; fuzzy proximity. 
 
 
1 Introduction 
 
The transitivity property of fuzzy relations is quite often violated  in some 
application, even by decision makers that accept transitivity as a condition for 
consistency. A standard approach to deal with intransitive fuzzy relations is the 
search for close enough transitive fuzzy relations, assuming that such a violation is 
mainly due to decision maker estimation errors.  
Analogously to transitivity of crisp relations, the transitive property of fuzzy 
relations can be understood as a threshold on the degree of the relation (for example, 
a degree of equality) between two elements, when a degree of relation between those 
elements and a third element of a universe of discourse is known. The classical 
concept of transitivity is generalized in fuzzy logic by the T-transitivity property of 
fuzzy relations, where T is a triangular norm [SCHWEIZER AND SKLAR; 1984]. A very 
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important family of fuzzy relations are T-indistinguishabilities (reflexive, symmetric 
and T-transitive fuzzy relations) since they generalize the concepts of (crisp) 
equivalence relation and equality [TRILLAS E. AND VALVERDE, 1984] and are useful 
to represent the ideas of similarity and neighbourhood as well. From now on Min-
transitivity will be called simply transitivity. 
Algorithms that search for the transitivity property can be used in many approximate 
reasoning applications, including database management systems (DBMS), pattern 
recognition, expert systems, artificial intelligence (AI), and intelligent systems. 
Sometimes our knowledge is modeled in a reflexive and symmetric fuzzy relation R, 
and we want to compute a transitive fuzzy relation from that knowledge to impose 
some coherence or to generate a similarity.   
The transitive closure [MEYER H., NAESSENS H., DE BAETS B., 2004] has some 
advantages with respect to other transitive approximations, but suffers from the 
chaining effect: two objects almost unrelated by the original relation can become 
very related in the T-transitive closure.  
Other methods calculate transitive openings, as complete linkage or growtree 
methods [DAWYNDT, DE MEYER, DE BAETS; 2003], which are similarities smaller 
that R but maximal among all similarities smaller than R. We just know a few 
methods to compute a few T-transitive openings or approximations of proximity [DE 
BAETS, B., DE MEYER, H., 2003; GARMENDIA, SALVADOR, MONTERO, 2009]. The T-
transitive closure of a fuzzy relation exists, and it is unique, however there are many 
transitive openings of a fuzzy relation. There is still a very interesting open problem 
about how to find all the T-transitive openings of a given fuzzy proximity. Another 
open problem is the computation of transitive approximations, which are not 
comparable with R in the sense that some of the entries are greater while some other 
entries are smaller than the corresponding entries of R. It is obvious the importance 
of those methods if we must replace a given fuzzy proximity by a transitive one. In 
most occasions there exist transitive approximations that are closer (using a distance 
between fuzzy relations) to a given relation than its corresponding transitive closure 
or its transitive openings [GARMENDIA L. AND RECASENS J., 2009]. In this paper a 
simple algorithm to produce three different similarities (and therefore indexed 
hierarchical trees) from a fuzzy proximity relation R is given. The most interesting 
feature is that the same algorithm computes the transitive closure, a T-transitive 
opening and a transitive approximation of a proximity at the same time.  
The given algorithm generates different partition trees and transitive approximations 
than the complete linkage clustering method and the Growtree algorithm 
[DAWYNDT, DE MEYER, DE BAETS; 2003]. 
After a section of preliminaries, section 3 provides the algorithm and some 
examples. It is also proved that the algorithm outputs are similarities.  
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2 Preliminaries 
 
This section contains some definitions and properties of similarities and some 
previous methods to generate similarities from fuzzy proximity relations. 
 
Definition 1. [SCHWEIZER, SKLAR; 1984] A binary operator T: [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 
1] is a t-norm if it satisfies the following axioms: 
T(1, x) = x 
T(x, y) = T(y, x) 
T(x, T(y, z)) = T(T(x, y), z) 
If x ≤ x’ and y ≤ y’ then T(x, y) ≤ T(x’, y’). 
 
Definition 2.  Let E = {e1, ..., en} be a finite set. A fuzzy relation R on E is a map  
R: E×E → [0, 1]. The relation degree value for elements ei and ej in E is called eij. 
So eij = R(ei, ej). 
A fuzzy relation R is reflexive if eii = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. 
A fuzzy relation R is α-reflexive if eii ≥ α for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. 
The relation R is symmetric if eij = eji  for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. 
A reflexive and symmetric fuzzy relation is called a fuzzy proximity relation.  
 
Definition 3. Let T be a triangular norm. A fuzzy relation R: E×E → [0, 1] is T-
transitive if and only if T(R(a, b), R(b, c)) ≤ R(a, c) for all a, b, c in E. So R is T-
transitive if T(eik, ekj) ≤ eij for all 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n. 
 
Definition 4. [ZADEH 1971] A fuzzy similarity is a reflexive, symmetric and min-
transitive fuzzy relation.  
A T-indistinguishability is a reflexive, symmetric and T-transitive fuzzy relation. 
 
Definition 5. The relation A includes the relation B (A ⊇ B) if aij ≥ bij for all 1 ≤ i, j 
≤ n. 
 
Definition 6. [BANDLER AND KOHOUT, 1988] Let P be a property of fuzzy relations on a 
universe E. A fuzzy relation RP is called the P-closure of a fuzzy relation R if: 
1) RP has property P 
2) R ⊆ RP 
3) If R ⊆ R’ and R’ has property P then RP ⊆ R’ 
 
Theorem 1. [BANDLER AND KOHOUT, 1988] The intersection of any non-empty family 
of fuzzy relations on E verifying property P, also has property P. 
 
The transitive closure of a crisp relation with respect to a given property has been 
generalised  in the following way: 
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Proposition 1. Given a t-norm T and a fuzzy relation R on finite universe, there 
exists a unique fuzzy T-transitive relation A that includes R, and if a fuzzy T-
transitive relation includes R then it also includes A.  
Such T-transitive fuzzy relation is called the T-transitive closure of R, and it is the 
lowest T-transitive fuzzy relation that contains R. 
The min-transitive closure of a fuzzy relation is simply called its transitive closure. 
Some known methods to compute the transitive closure of fuzzy relations are given 
by DUNN [1974] using the Prim maximum weight spanning tree algorithm; by 
KUNDU [2000], rewriting the Dunn algorithm and obtaining the partition tree in 
O(n2) time; by KANDEL AND YELOWITZ [1974], which is a modification of the Floyd 
algorithm to find the shortest paths between nodes in classical weighed directed 
graphs; by LARSEN AND YAGER [1990], creating a binary tree representation of a 
fuzzy similarity; by GUOYAO FU [1992] using an ascending value method; and 
finally by LEE [2001] constructing the LARSEN AND YAGER [1989] binary tree 
representation of the transitive closure of a reflexive and symmetric fuzzy relation. 
 
Theorem 2. Consider an arbitrary universe E and an arbitrary t-norm T. Then any 
fuzzy relation R on E has a T-transitive closure. 
The T-transitive closure of a symmetric fuzzy relation is also symmetric. Also 
reflexivity and α-reflexivity are preserved by the T-transitive closure. In particular, 
the T-transitivity closure of a fuzzy proximity is a T-indistinguishability. 
There are several methods to compute the transitive closure of a fuzzy proximity. 
Let us recall the most important ones.  
 
A matrix construction method to compute the T-transitive closure 
Definition 7. The sup-T composition RoSup-TS of two relations R and S on a universe 
E is defined for all x, y ∈  E by RoSup-TS (x, z) = 
y E
Sup
∈
{T(R(x, y), S(y, z))}. 
If T is a continuous t-norm, then the sup-T product is associative and the powers Rk 
of R to any positive integer k can be defined recursively by 
R1=R and Rk= RoSup-T Rk-1. 
A general algorithm used to compute the transitive closure of a fuzzy proximity R 
on a finite universe E of cardinality n, known as the matrix method, is the 
calculation of  
RT = U
1
1
kR
−
=
n
k
. 
It carries out O(n) compositions, and one matrix sup-T-composition is O(n3) time. 
So the general matrix algorithm demands O(n4) time complexity in the worst case. 
A version of this algorithm to compute the T-transitive closure of a fuzzy relation R 
is:  
1) While R’ ≠ R do R’ = R ∪Max (RoSup-TR)  
2) RT := R’. 
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In the worst case, O(log n) matrix compositions are required, so this method takes 
O(n3log n) time complexity in the worst case and takes O(n2) space complexity. 
 
The Floyd-Warshall method to compute the T-transitive closure 
Let R be a fuzzy relation on a finite universe E of dimension n, and let T be a 
continuous t-norm. Its T-transitive closure is computed as follows: 
for (int i=1; i<n; i++)  
  for (int j=1; j<n; j++) 
   for (int k=1; k<n; k++) Rjk=max(Rjk,T(eji, eik)). 
This method takes O(n3) time complexity and O(n2) space complexity. 
[NAESSENS, DE MEYER, AND DE BAETS; 2002] propose a similar method, but 
reversing the loop structure. 
 
T-transitive openings 
The P-closure of a fuzzy relation R can be regarded as the smallest fuzzy relation 
having property P and dominating R (see definition 6). A P-opening of R should be 
defined symmetrically as the largest fuzzy relation having property P and being 
dominated by R. Nevertheless, in the case of the T-transitive property, there exist a 
unique T-transitive closure of a fuzzy relation, but there are several T-transitive 
openings, because there are several maximal T-transitive relations contained in R.  
Note that a fuzzy relation can have an infinite number of transitive openings, even 
on a finite universe. For example, the fuzzy relation given by the matrix  
R =  
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
12.07.0
2.019.0
7.09.01
 has two different transitive openings
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
12.02.0
2.019.0
2.09.01
, and 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
12.07.0
2.012.0
7.02.01
 that are contained in R, but that are not comparable by the inclusion 
relation. Of course, the transitive closure of R is uniquely defined 
by
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
17.07.0
7.019.0
7.09.01
. There are also several transitive approximations that cannot be 
compared with R by the set inclusion ⊆. Some examples of those transitive 
approximations of R are 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
14.04.0
4.019.0
4.09.01
or
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
15.05.0
5.015.0
5.05.01
. These relations can 
be even ‘closer’ transitive fuzzy relations to R than the transitive closure and openings, 
where ‘close’ is referred to a given distance or similarity measure for fuzzy relations. 
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Lemma 1. Let h be a fuzzy subset of E. The fuzzy relation Rh defined by all x, y ∈  E 
by )))(|)(()),(|)(((),( xhyhTyhxhTTyxRh
→→=  is a T-indistinguishability,  
where 
→
T is the residuated operator of T, , defined by 
→
T (x, y) = {sup z / T(x, z) ≤ y}. 
 
Theorem 3. (Representation Theorem) [VALVERDE 1985] Let R be a fuzzy relation 
on a universe E and { } Iiih ∈ a family of fuzzy subsets of E. R is a T-
indistinguishability if and only if for all x, y ∈E ),(inf),( yxRyxR
ihIi∈= . 
 
Corollary 1. Let R be a fuzzy proximity on a finite universe E of cardinality n and { } Exx xRh ∈⋅= ),(  the columns of R. The fuzzy relation I defined for all x, y ∈E by 
),(inf),( yxRyxI
xhEx∈=  is a T-indistinguishability operator smaller or equal than 
R. 
 
 
3 Algorithm to Compute the Transitive Closure, a 
Transitive Opening and a Transitive Approximation of 
a Fuzzy Proximity. 
 
This section presents an algorithm that computes the transitive closure, a transitive 
opening and several other approximations of a give fuzzy proximity R.  
 
ALGORITHM 
Let R be a fuzzy proximity relation on a universe E = {e1, ..., en} with values eij = 
R(ei, ej). Let us call node to a subset of E (a node is an element of ℘(E)).  In order 
to make an easier notation, we consider the elements of E by their natural number of 
their position.  
Input: a proximity R 
Output: the transitive closure A = [aij], a transitive opening B = [bij] and a transitive 
approximation C = [cij] of R. 
The algorithm is the following: 
1) Create a set of nodes N initially with a set of 
singletons Ni = {ei} for each element ei in E. 
2) Set aii=1, bii=1, and cii= 1 for all i from 1 to n. 
3) n-1 times (while N is not the universe E) { 
 Compute m(Ni, Nj) = jiNjNi eji ,
max
∈∈
 for all pair of nodes NxN 
with i≠j. 
Record (i, j) where m(Ni, Nj) is maximal. 
Assign ars= asr := jiNjNi eji ,
max
∈∈
 for all r∈Ni and s∈Nj. 
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Assign brs= bsr := )bmin,bmin,minmin( ,,,,, lkNlklkNlkjiNjNi jiiji
e ∈∈∈∈  for all r∈Ni 
and s∈Nj. 
Assign crs= csr :=  )cmin,cmin,min( ,,,,, lkNlklkNlkjiNjNi jiiji
eavg ∈∈∈∈
 for all r∈Ni 
and s∈Nj, where avg is an aggregation operator, for 
example, the arithmetic mean. 
Delete nodes Ni and Nj from N. 
Insert Ni ∪ Nj into N. 
} 
  
The algorithm takes just n-1 steps, where n is the cardinality of the universe E. It 
takes O(n2) space complexity and O(n2log n) average time complexity. 
Note that the complete linkage clustering algorithm computes m(Ni, Nj) = 
jiNjNi
e
ji
,min∈∈ . The proposed algorithm computes m(Ni, Nj) = jiNjNi eji ,
max
∈∈
 in the first 
step of the loop, reaching a completely different binary partition tree. 
 
Example 1. 
Let R be the fuzzy proximity on a universe E = {e1, ..., e6}  given by the following 
matrix: 
R =
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
15.01.03.02.03.0
5.018.03.03.02.0
1.08.019.02.03.0
3.03.09.018.05.0
3.04.02.08.011
3.02.03.05.011
 
The first two loops of  part 3) of the algorithm records m(N1, N2) = 1 and m(N3, N4) 
= 0,9. 
e1         e2               e3             e4          e5          e6
 
Figure 1: Example 1, steps 1 and 2 
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The matrices A, B and C have now values 
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
1
1
19.0
9.01
11
11
 
In the third loop a maximal value it is found with m(N3∪ N4, N5) = 0.8, and the 
build  partition tree is generated as shown in Figure 2. 
e1         e2          e3          e4          e5          e6
 
Figure 2: generated binary partition tree in loop 3. 
 
The matrix construction of the transitive closure A, transitive opening B and transitive 
approximation C is in this step as follows  
A=
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
1
18.08.0
8.019.0
8.09.01
11
11
 
B=
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
1
13.03.0
3.019.0
3.09.01
11
11
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C=
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
1
155.055.0
55.019.0
55.09.01
11
11
 
Figure 3: Transitive closure A, transitive opening B and transitive approximation 
C generated in step 3. 
 
In one more step, N1∪N2 and N3∪N4∪N5 are joined, and the generated binary 
partition tree is 
e1         e2          e3          e4          e5          e6
Figure 4: Generated binary partition tree in loop 4. 
 
The matrix construction of the transitive closure A, transitive opening B and 
transitive approximation C  of R is in this step as follows. 
A=
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
1
18.08.0
8.0
8.0
19.0
9.01
8.08.0
8.08.0
8.08.0
8.08.08.0
8.08.08.0
11
11
 
B=
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
1
13.03.0
3.0
3.0
19.0
9.01
2.02.0
2.02.0
2.02.0
2.02.02.0
2.02.02.0
11
11
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C=
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
1
155.055.038.038.0
55.019.038.038.0
55.09.0138.038.0
38.038.038.011
38.038.038.011
 
Figure 5: Transitive closure A, transitive opening B and transitive approximation 
C in loop 4. 
 
Finally, the last node is linked in loop 5. Note that there are only five (n-1) loops 
because the universe E has 6 elements. 
The transitive closure of R is then A = 
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
15.05.05.05.05.0
5.018.08.08.08.0
5.08.019.08.08.0
5.08.09.018.08.0
5.08.08.08.011
5.08.08.08.011
. 
And the built binary weighted tree for the transitive closure of the fuzzy proximity 
(which is always a fuzzy similarity) is the following: 
e1         e2          e3          e4          e5          e6
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.91
 
Figure 6: Binary weighted tree for the transitive closure A of the fuzzy proximity  
 
The computed transitive opening of the fuzzy proximity R, and its binary weighted tree 
are the following: 
B=
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
11.01.01.01.01.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
13.03.0
3.0
3.0
19.0
9.01
2.02.0
2.02.0
2.02.0
2.02.02.0
2.02.02.0
11
11
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e1         e2          e3          e4          e5          e6
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.91
Figure 7: transitive opening B of the fuzzy proximity R, and its binary weighted 
tree  
 
And finally, the transitive approximation using the arithmetic mean for both cases, 
which is also not comparable, but it is closer to the original fuzzy proximity R using 
any distance, is the following: 
C =
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
128.028.028.028.028.0
28.0155.055.038.038.0
28.055.019.038.038.0
28.055.09.0138.038.0
28.038.038.038.011
28.038.038.038.011
 
Figure 8: Transitive approximation of R computed by the algorithm 1. 
 
Remark 1. The complete linkage clustering method computes different transitive 
opening than the opening B computed by the algorithm 1. 
The complete linkage clustering computes the following matrix and binary tree for 
the proximity R of example 3 which is not comparable with the opening computed 
by algorithm 1. 
Rc=
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
15.0
5.01
1.01.01.01.0
1.01.01.01.0
1.01.0
1.01.0
1.01.0
1.01.0
19.0
9.01
2.02.0
2.02.0
2.02.0
2.02.0
11
11
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e1         e2          e3          e4          e5          e6
1 0.9
0.2
0.5
0.1
 
Figure 9: Transitive opening generated from R by the complete linkage clustering 
method. 
 
Remark 2. The Growtree [DAWYNDT, DE MEYER, DE BAETS, 2003] clustering 
method compute different transitive opening than the opening B computed by 
algorithm 1. 
The complete the Growtree method computes the following matrix and binary tree 
for the proximity R of example 3 which is the following:  
Rc=
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
11.01.01.01.01.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
18.0
8.01
2.02.02.0
2.02.02.0
2.02.0
2.02.0
2.02.0
15.05.0
5.0
5.0
11
11
 
e1         e2          e3          e4          e5          e6
1
0.5 0.2
0.8
0.1
 
Figure 10: Transitive opening generated from R by the Growtree clustering 
method. 
 
The correctness of the algorithm is based on the next lemma. 
Lemma 2. [LEE 2001] Let C and D be two fuzzy relations and  
E (f; C, D) = 
TC F
F D
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 where all values in the box F are f. 
If C and D are fuzzy similarities, then E(f; C, D) = E is also a fuzzy similarity, ∀f∈[0, 
min(min(C), min(D))]. 
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Theorem 3. The matrix A = [aij], B = [bij] and C = [cij] computed by algorithm 1 are 
similarities.  
 
Proof:  In step 2, it is set aii=1, bii=1, and cii= 1 for all i from 1 to n, so A, B, and C are 
reflexive.  
Trivially A, B and C are symmetric by the construction method. 
To prove that A, B and C are transitive, consider Z to be any of those 3 matrices, but 
with just the generated values in every loop of the algorithm. 
In the first loop, it is recorded (i, j) where m(Ni, Nj) = jiji
e ,max≠  so zij = zji = jiji e ,max≠ .  
Z is transitive because trivially Min(zrs, zst) ≤ zrt for all generated values (by now the 
diagonal, zij and zji). 
Suppose that the generated matrix Z in the loop n of step 3 is transitive, then let us show 
that the matrix Z generated in the loop n+1 of step 3 of the algorithm is also T-transitive: 
In loop n+1 let (i, j) be the recorded values that makes m(Ni, Nj) = jiji
e ,max≠  maximal. 
There exists three possible cases. 
Case 1: Ni and  Nj  are singletons, then zij = zji := eij. Z has no generated values in  zik and 
zkj  with k=1..n except for k=i and k=j (the diagonal values in the same row and column). 
Trivially Z is transitive. 
Case 2:  Either Ni or  Nj  is a singleton (just one of them). Suppose Nj = {ej} and let H be 
the similarity Z of loop n restricted to the set Ni. We have supposed then that H is a 
similarity in loop n. Then Z in loop n+1 has the new values f as follows: 
Z=
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
1....
..)(
ff
f
f
H
, where  
f = 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
∈∈∈∈
∈∈∈∈
∈∈
C    )cmin,cmin,min(
   )bmin,bmin,minmin(
                                            max  
,,,,,
,,,,,
,
matrixineavg
Bmatrixine
Amatrixine
lkNlklkNlkjiNjNi
lkNlklkNlkjiNjNi
jiNjNi
jiiji
jiiji
ji
 
So, in the three matrixes f ∈[0, min(min(H), 1], and then by lemma 2, Z is a similarity in 
loop n+1. 
Case 3:  Neither Ni nor  Nj  is a singleton. Let  C be the similarity Z of loop n restricted to 
the set Ni and let D be the similarity Z of loop n restricted to the set Nj.  Then Z in loop 
n+1 has the new values z as follows: 
Z=
TC F
F D
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
, where F has the following constant values  
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f =
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
∈∈∈∈
∈∈∈∈
∈∈
C    )cmin,cmin,min(
   )bmin,bmin,minmin(
                                            max  
,,,,,
,,,,,
,
matrixineavg
Bmatrixine
Amatrixine
lkNlklkNlkjiNjNi
lkNlklkNlkjiNjNi
jiNjNi
jiiji
jiiji
ji
 
So, in the three matrixes f ∈[0, min(min(C), min(D))] the positions of the highest values 
of eij has already been generated in previous loops and then by lemma 2, Z is a similarity 
in loop n+1.  
 
Proposition 2. The matrix A of the algorithm 1 is the transitive closure of the 
proximity R. 
 
Proof: By theorem 3, A is a similarity. To show that it is the transitive closure, it must be 
shown that A is the smallest similarity that contains R 
Suppose that there exists a similarity H with R ⊂ H ⊂ A. Then there exist a value hij 
such that eij < hij < aij. (1)      
Let (i ,j) be the highest value of H such that eij < hij < aij (so all the values of A generated 
in the algorithm before aij are equal to H). 
If aij has been generated in a loop where Ni and  Nj  are singletons, then aij = aji := eij, 
which is in contradiction with  (1). 
In other case,  aij has been generated in a loop where  m(Ni, Nj) = jiNjNi
e
ji
,max∈∈  for all 
pair of nodes NxN with i≠j, and  aij  = jiNjNi eji ,max∈∈  for all r∈Ni and s∈Nj.   
By lemma 2 all values of H and A in the position on Ni x Nj must be equal because H and 
A are similarities. 
Then if hij < aij, then hij < eij, and then R is not included in H because aij = eij, which is a 
contradiction.  And if  eij < hij  then, as aij = eij, then H is not included in R which is also a 
contradiction.   
 
In a similar way it can be proved that B is a transitive opening. 
 
4  Conclusions 
A method to get the transitive closure, a transitive opening and a transitive 
approximation of a reflexive and symmetric fuzzy relation is given. The binary 
partition trees of the three output similarities have the same shape.  
The transitive approximations given by the algorithm are different than other 
clustering methods in the literature. Some examples are provided. 
It is proved that the output of the algorithm are similarities, and that it computes the 
transitive closure, a transitive opening, and a ‘closer’ transitive approximation 
(using a distance between fuzzy relations) of a proximity.  
The given algorithm generates all these kind of transitive approximations of a 
proximity at the same time, so it provides a good tool to solve the problem of 
approximating fuzzy proximities with similarities, since the user can choose which 
kind of transitive approximation (closure, opening or just the closest approximation) 
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fits better in different applications with the computational price of computing just 
one.  
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